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Abstract: Metagenomics studies, as well as genomics studies of polyploid species such as wheat,
deal with the analysis of high variation data. Such data contain sequences from similar, but distinct
genetic chains. This fact presents an obstacle to analysis and research. In particular, the detection
of instrumentation errors during the digitalization of the sequences may be hindered, as they can
be indistinguishable from the real biological variation inside the digital data. This can prevent the
determination of the correct sequences, while at the same time make variant studies significantly
more difficult. This paper details a collection of ML-based models used to distinguish a real variant
from an erroneous one. The focus is on using this model directly, but experiments are also done in
combination with other predictors that isolate a pool of error candidates.
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1. Introduction

Metagenomics studies and studies of polyploid organisms are two areas of research in genomic
analysis that are forced to deal with datasets containing high variation among the individual genetic
sequences, which negatively affects the data analysis.

Metagenomics studies communities of micro-organisms, like the ones forming the human
microbiome [1] or the microbiome of urban environments [2], and are the focus of studies of viral
evolution [3]. Understanding of the human microbiome is essential for the future of medicine [4], is a
significant part of nutrition studies [5], affects human space flight [6], and the proper study of disease
outbreaks [7]; metagenomics studies are also critical for agricultural development [8].

From a computational perspective, however, the presence of genetic sequences from multiple
similar organisms in the same sample—a feature of great importance from a scientific standpoint—is a
big obstacle to the data analysis. The inevitable presence of machine errors in the data, which can be
masquerading as legitimate inter-species variation, cannot always be accounted for. To make matters
worse, not even the number of organisms in the samples is always known, and it is not uncommon for
these samples to be comprised of altogether unknown organisms, as the majority of micro-organisms
in the world are not known. The errors cause inaccuracies in the final study results [9,10] and are often
resolved by discarding reads suspected to contain errors [11] in their entirety.

Polyploid organisms, most notably the genome of hexaploid wheat [12], present a similar
challenge, albeit a less pronounced one. This is due to the fact that it contains three distinct, yet very
similar, subgenomes with three pairs of chromosomes that wheat inherited from three different
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ancestor organisms [13]. This is less than the number of genomes present in a metagenomics study,
but significantly more than the number of genomes present in the study of any typical diploid organism.
As a staple food grown more than any other crop in the world [14], the importance of understanding
its genome is tremendous, yet the analysis has been slowed down due to its hexaploid nature.

There is a lack of good computational tools to filter errors in this type of dataset, as most such
tools target individual monoploid or diploid organisms. Artificial intelligence and in particular
machine learning (ML) offer a suitable tool to approach this problem, especially in light of the obscure
characteristics of the datasets. Models based on ML, such as artificial neural networks (ANN) [15] and
random forests (RF) [16], can be trained to classify examples based on unknown features of the dataset,
expressed either in numerical or non-numerical form. This is possible even when the systematic
relationship between the input and the result is not yet known, but there are enough training examples
on which the models can be trained to recognize this relationship. Random forests are becoming more
and more popular in bioinformatics [17], where there is a rapid influx of poorly-studied raw data.

This paper extends the earlier published [18], focusing on creating an ML-based approach,
comprised of several identically-trained ML-based models, to classify bases into groups of sequencing
errors and correct bases. In addition, it also discusses an earlier approach to discover errors
numerically—or, in the case of this paper, error candidates—based on a more complex estimate
of the frequency of appearance of individual nucleotide bases across the different genetic sequences
and offers this approach as a tool to select candidates for testing with the ML-based model, while also
evaluating the ability to use the ML-based models on their own. The details of the ML-based model
are extended to include most of the tests performed for the choice of the model, as well as the details
on the input construction.

2. Input Data and Problem Statement

The products of next-generation sequencing (NGS) are sets of character strings, based on a
four-letter alphabet, which represents the four nucleotide bases of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) in the
physical DNA chain. In the raw data produced by NGS, these sequences might be randomly-sampled
fragments from different sites and loci in the DNA chain. After data preprocessing—which is a
computational process, incorporated in the sequencing machines and the subsequent bioinformatics
preliminary analysis—the operational datasets are comprised of aligned DNA sequences containing
specific sites of genes or regions.

The metagenomics datasets used in the study were clustered using the CD-HIT [19] software
package and underwent multiple sequence alignment using the MAFFT [20] software package.
The obtained aligned clusters included strings representing the genetic sequences from the same region
of the (meta)genome of a variety of micro-organisms, with the meaningful parts of the sequences
aligned into the same string positions (columns) by the use of gap characters (“-”). The raw data
included 30,000–50,000 character sequences with lengths of 300–500 characters. The working test
clusters were comprised of between 1000 and 6000 such sequences; all sequences started from the same
position in the micro-organism’s genome.

For the Triticum aestivum L. (hexaploid wheat) datasets, preliminary genome assembly [21] was
executed. The target of this bioinformatics processing was to cluster the genetic fragments into sites.
This process provides a potential alignment to a representative or consensus sequence of the respective
gene. The sequences have shorter lengths, up to 100 nucleotide bases (characters), and are starting at
various positions in the gene with varying overlaps. Up to 30–40 sequences cover the same region
of the gene and may belong to up to three distinct hexaploid wheat subgenomes that have a similar,
but different genetic code.

In both phases of the sequencing and subsequent bioinformatics processing, the character strings
representing sequences contained errors. The errors may be substitutions, insertions, or deletions;
the sequences may contain letters that differ from the real nucleotide base in the given position, or may
have extra or missing letters. The main goal of this paper is to suggest an approach to detect these
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errors by distinguishing them from the real biological variation, caused by the presence of multiple
biological species or subgenomes.

This problem could be considered as a classification one, which separates the signal-variation
in the real sequences from the noise-variation introduced in the error by the sequencing devices.
Nucleotide bases, treated as regular characters, were classified individually, and erroneous insertions
and deletions were dealt with by treating the gap characters (“-”) as a fifth letter in the allowed
alphabet, which is evaluated like the remaining four.

3. Using a Machine Learning Model

The presence of the complex unknown structure inside the genetic chains of the studies species
suggested the use of machine learning-based models. Since ML-based models like artificial neural
networks are a very powerful tool to detect unknown and unstudied relations between the input
variables; they make a perfect candidate to attempt classification of the data, especially after the
analytical ways to approach the problem did not seem to yield sufficiently good results.

To select the most appropriate ML-based model, during the study, the same input was provided
to different models: an artificial neural network, a random forest [16] model, as well as various other
decision tree and classification models.

3.1. Machine Learning Input

The learning input was composed based on two presumptions:

1. The frequency of a base in a given column is the most significant factor in whether it might be
erroneous, as errors would be among the rarest bases in their position/column.

2. The frequency of the base among locally-similar sequences is more important than the frequency
among locally-dissimilar sequences, making the factor of similarity a good criterion to split the
sequences into multiple bins to produce the input values.

For each nucleotide base in each sequence, represented by a single character in the sequence’s
string, a learning input example will be constructed. For each such base, the nucleotide sequences
from the dataset will be placed in multiple bins depending on how similar they are to the evaluated
sequence. A triplet of such bins will be created for a pair of equidistant bases neighboring the evaluated
one. These auxiliary pairs of bases will serve as the criteria of local similarity between the sequence
with the evaluated base and the remaining sequences. For each such pair, the set of sequences can be
split into three groups: the sequences that concur with both bases in both positions, the sequences that
differ from the bases in both positions, and the sequences that concur with only one of them.

Around each evaluated character ri in position i, a window of radius w will be constructed inside
the evaluated sequence r, containing the neighboring characters of ri. Then, for each offset inside the
window, j = 1, 2, . . . , w, the pair of characters ri±j will be selected, and three bins will be constructed:
the subset of character sequences p for which ri±j = pi±j, the subset of character sequences p for
which ri±j 6= pi±j, and all the remaining sequences, which would differ in either position i + j or i− j,
but not both.

The frequency of base ri at position i will be recorded for each of these three subsets. This frequency
is the count of characters pi for which pi = ri, among the reads p in the bin, where p is not r, divided
by the total number of the sequences in the bin. Thus, we would define ri =

|p:p∈S,p 6=r,pi=ri |
|p:p∈S,p 6=r| . Here, S is

the set of sequences found in the bin.
The computed three frequencies will be added to the input for the ML-based models, which will

be comprised of a series of such triplets, creating an input vector of length 3 · w.
Figure 1 shows an example of a learning input to evaluate the middle base T, using a window w

of three bases. For the closest pair of neighboring bases T and G, the entire dataset has been split into
three. Among the sequences that contain T and G in both of those positions, 95% confirms the middle
base T; among the sequences that contain only one of them in their position, 63% confirms the middle
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base T; and among the sequences that contain neither, only 25% confirms it. These three values are
used as the first three values inside the input vector that will be classified by the ML-based models.
This is repeated for the next pair of characters A and T and then for the most distant one: C and A.

0.93 0.64 0.290.95 0.63 0.25

☑☑ ☑☐

☐☑

☐☐ ☑☑ ☑☐

☐☑

☐☐

Classes ±1 Classes ±2

CATTGTA CATTGTA

0.91 0.66 0.33

☑☑ ☑☐

☐☑

☐☐

Classes ±3

CATTGTA

Figure 1. Learning example input vector for the ML-based models.

Let us assume that there are n sequences of average length m, and we need to compute the input
vectors for approximately all m characters inside all n sequences. Without complex, potentially inexact,
optimizations, this will have a time complexity of O(mnw) and a space complexity of O(mw). The time
complexity is reasonable, since O(mnw) would be the time to loop over the learning inputs once.

Because speed was not the main aim of this paper, during the experiments, a slower algorithm
with a time complexity of O(mn2w) and a space complexity of O(w) was used, as it was more
straightforward to verify that it constructs the examples exactly as defined here.

3.2. Training with Virtual Errors

The data from metagenomics and bread (6n) wheat sequencing bring two challenges that prevent
the use of real errors to construct training examples. On the one hand, the errors subject to evaluation
were unknown, and on the other hand, the error frequency was quite low, so the real errors would
not provide enough positive training examples [22] for errors. For that reason, instead of training
on examples of real errors, the models were trained to recognize an artificially-introduced error at
each position.

In other words, the dataset was unchanged, and no errors were simulated at large. Instead, only
the individual base used to construct the error example was substituted with an erroneous one and
then reverted back for the construction of the remaining examples. This was referred to as a “virtual”
error by the research team, as no permanent errors were added to the dataset for the training.

This technique is easier to implement than the simulation of errors. It allows the crafting of a
very high number of error examples and ensures that the trained models are not overfitted to the
patterns of simulated errors, although they may still be overfitted to other features of the particular
genomic dataset.

This training technique produces artificial examples of errors at arbitrary positions of the real
genomic data. This should produce a good enough training set for the model to be able to recognize
an error at any arbitrary position. However, it may result in a bias in the model, particularly when
it comes to the false negatives. The examples of non-errors were constructed out of real data, so the
model was trained on adequate examples of non-errors; however, the real errors would not have a
uniform distribution inside the sequences like the artificial error training examples would.

We considered this non-critical for three reasons. First, a major part of the non-uniformness is a
result of the way the sequencing machine works, making the error positions in the genetic sequence
less significant. Second, while we expected it to affect the identification of some of the real errors,
it should be limited to the inability of the model to factor the genetic location of those errors to further
improve their classification. Third, a test with errors simulated at a low frequency with the same
distribution as the real errors was performed to confirm that their identification was unaffected by
the bias.
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3.3. Imputation

Another problem was faced during the input set construction. There was not always data to
construct all values inside the input vectors. There were cases where the bins would be empty, because
no other sequence but the evaluated one would contain a given base that was used to construct
the bin. In such cases where there would be no other sequences in the bin, the computation of
ri =

|p:p∈S,p 6=r,pi=r=i|
|p:p∈S,p 6=r| would result in a division by zero.

One way to solve this problem would be to provide the nominator and denominator of ri
independently to the ML-based model, but in this work, the choice was made to instead use imputation
and put the average value for other bases pi inside all the bins S having the same offset and
number of matches at the offset. Because the computation of that average for all the sequences
is resource-intensive, it was computed only for a random subset of a hundred sequences.

The rationale of the imputation of averages chosen over two separate inputs was that the three
groups of bins represent subsets that are very different in nature, and it was considered wrong to default
to the same value, two inputs of zero, for two bins that have the opposite meaning: one containing
matching sequences and the other containing mismatching sequences. Especially when in at least one
of those two bins, a default value would be significantly, yet accidentally different from the values
commonly seen by the ML model, it was thus considered safest to provide these common average
values in places where the value was a total unknown.

Since the models are empirical in nature and judged by their final performance, shortcomings
in this approach would be observed in that performance. On the one hand, this means that there is
not a need for a strict verification that the particular choice of imputation is appropriate. On the other
hand, it provides one potential place where a significant improvement to the model might be possible
by significant adjustment. The potential alternatives include two nominator and denominator inputs;
inclusion of the evaluated sequence in the counts so that the denominator is never zero; and a different
choice of imputation.

Evaluation of these options was not attempted in the work preceding this paper, but they provide
one potential avenue to increase accuracy to the point where an ML-based model can be used on
its own.

It should be noted that one of the sources for missing values was the exceptionally high variation
found in metagenomics, which provided both highly unusual values and large gaps caused by these
mismatches where there would be effectively no sequence data from the remaining sequences at all.
This was rarely true for the hexaploid wheat genome samples; hence, imputation was used much less
there, which may be one of the reasons for the significantly better results observed for wheat.

A note should be made about the reason for the use of only a subset of the reads to compute the
averages for imputation. Should all individual bases be turned into examples to be passed through the
learning model for evaluation, there would be no performance penalty in computing all averages, as all
bases would be fully evaluated anyway. However, training only uses a random subset of sequences,
and the additional filtering with a weighted frequency to select good error candidates presented in
Section 4.3 only works with a small number of bases, requiring the full computation of the input
values for bases that would never be evaluated by the ML-based model, which can take a significantly
long time.

4. Filtering Using Weighted Frequencies

The results in Section 5.6 would suggest that the ML-based approach described thus far provides
high enough accuracy for error detection in hexaploid wheat, especially for the purpose of variant
detection. Similarly, the results in Section 5.4 would suggest that the use of a random forest model
may be good enough even for metagenomics.

However, it was overall observed that the accuracy of an ANN and other models came short
when detecting errors in metagenomics data: almost all of the errors were correctly detected, but the
low error rate, together with the natural variation, made the models detect errors in multiples of the
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error rate, which is very unsatisfactory. Should those predictions be used for correction, they would
only decrease the overall accuracy of the data. Thus, in metagenomics, the ML-based models (with the
possible exception of RF) are only useful as general selection of possible errors, due to low specificity.

To address this issue, we employed an earlier threshold-based error detection described in detail
in [23] as a filter to select error candidates to be fed to the ML-based models. The approach is based on
computing similarity-weighted frequencies for the bases. This constitutes a measure of how common
a base is in a given position, but only among the locally-similar sequences; using the same rationale as
for the ML input from Section 3.1.

4.1. Weighted Frequency

Let us say that a frequency of a base rk in position k of read r, among all bases in column k among
the set of the remaining reads p ∈ R, is computed as:

ssimple(r, k) =
∑

p 6=r
p∈R[rk = pk]

∑
p 6=r
p∈R 1

=

∑
p 6=r
p∈R

{
1, if rk = pk

0, if rl 6= pk

∑
p 6=r
p∈R 1

(1)

Instead of computing this in a subset S ⊂ R with certain characteristics for similarity like in
Section 3.1, a measure of the local similarity sim(r, p, k) between reads r and p around position k is
introduced and added as a weight in (1):

sweighted(r, k) =
∑

p 6=r
p∈R sim(r, p, k)[rk = pk]

∑
p 6=r
p∈R sim(r, p, k)

(2)

Once weighted by the similarity, the result would reflect how common the base is rk among reads
similar to r, as opposed to all reads p, which can come from different organisms in metagenomics,
or from different subgenomes in hexaploid wheat.

Unlike the bins used to generate the ML-based model input where the sequences were separated
into distinct bins, here, the similarity acts as non-binary separation. It is a form of fuzzy clustering,
and the frequency of rk is computed in the fuzzy set of reads locally similar to r.

4.2. Similarity Functions

The localization of the similarity by computing it only around the evaluated base in position k
helps with the short partially-overlapping reads in the hexaploid wheat and also makes it easier to
distinguish the hypervariable from highly-conserved RNA regions in the metagenomics samples. It is
only computed inside a window of radius w around evaluated base rk, and the effect of the more
distant bases is further reduced using a weight factor q.

Therefore, the following similarity function based on the formula of the Hamming distance—a
relatively simple and commonly-used measure of distance between DNA sequences—is used. It is
modified by the addition of a decay factor q (0 < q < 1).

sim(r, p, k) =
∑i:|k−i|∈[1,w] q|k−i|[ri = pi]

∑i:|k−i|∈[1,w] q|k−i| (3)

However, the Hamming distance has one disadvantage when trying to give the rationale for its
use: the similarity decreases linearly with each additional difference, and even less once the decay
factor disregards the more distant bases. On the other hand, the probability that the two sequences
are from the same species or subgenome, and that the difference is accidentally caused by an error,
decreases exponentially with each each such difference. For that reason, a second, “sharp” similarity
measure was also evaluated:
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sim(r, p, k) =
ri 6=pi

∏
i∈window(r,k)

q
1
|k−i| (4)

Here, q is some arbitrarily-chosen parameter. A decay is still used as power of q. Without it,
the sharp similarity would result in the desired exponential decrease in the similarity. However,
to make the measure unbiased in instances of varying overlaps, the decay needs to be kept.

4.3. Application as a Filter for the ML-Based Model

When a threshold cutoff was used on the proposed weighted frequency to predict which bases
are errors in [23], it was revealed to be a very poor predictor of errors. The specificity was always very
low; and if a lower threshold was used to increase it, the sensitivity suffered, and no threshold was
able to give good error predictions, even though a variable threshold computed from the predicted
local error rate around each base was used.

However, even with poor specificity, the use of a high threshold against the weighted frequency
measure created a significantly reduced pool of potential errors. This justified its use to select a
limited pool of bases to test with the ML-based models explicitly, instead of running the ML-based
model against all bases present in the data. This improves the specificity of the ML-based results for
metagenomics significantly.

5. Results

To verify the chosen design of the ML input examples, as well as the non-standard way to craft
training examples, models constructed using them were tested on metagenomics data and, then,
through a later experiment, on hexaploid wheat data.

5.1. Artificial Neural Networks on Metagenomics Data

Two artificial neural networks (ANN) were trained using two sets of metagenomics input data
using the proposed “virtual” errors. The only preprocessing activities performed on the input data
were clustering and multiple sequence alignment. To measure the performance of the neural network,
three different approaches were taken: splitting of the training set into a training and a testing set with
a 2:1 ratio; constructing a testing set from a subset of the same sequences used to build the training set,
but corrected using a rudimentary analytic error detection [23]; and two testing sets constructed on a
completely different dataset of sequences: one on uncorrected and one on sequences corrected by the
aforementioned rudimentary approach. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Accuracy of error classification in metagenomics using artificial neural networks.

Train. Testing Set Errors Detected Missed Sensitivity Bases Detected Missed SpecificitySet Errors Errors Errors Errors

C1 C1 2:1 split 19,215 19,154 61 99.682% 23,063 22,980 83 99.640%
C1 C1 corrected 56,458 55,729 729 98.708% 68,296 67,962 334 99.510%
C1 C3 original 50,698 50,323 375 99.260% 58,688 58,516 172 99.706%
C1 C3 corrected 51,131 50,853 278 99.456% 59,373 59,145 228 99.615%
C3 C3 2:1 split 17,191 17,162 29 99.831% 20,000 19,952 48 99.760%
C3 C3 corrected 51,131 50,857 274 99.464% 59,373 59,186 187 99.685%
C3 C1 original 56,321 55,940 381 99.323% 68,025 67,583 442 99.350%
C3 C1 corrected 56,458 56,036 422 99.252% 68,296 67,879 417 99.389%

It is obvious that the applied ANN models were trained in a manner that provided a satisfactory
sensitivity, as it correctly classified the examples corresponding to the artificial errors with a very
high accuracy. This is even true when the testing set was constructed using a completely different set
of biological data (referred to as C1 and C3 in the table). Unfortunately, the specificity—while still
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high—was not satisfactory. Even with high error rates, the errors were still found in disproportionately
fewer numbers than the correct nucleotide bases, starting with an already high signal-to-noise ratio.

For the ANN model to be usable for correction purposes, the specificity needs to be at least higher
than the frequency of correct bases. This prompted the earlier work focused on the pre-filtering of
classification examples using analytical approaches [24], but also leaves the ANN model applicable for
data digitalized using sequencing technologies that have much lower signal-to-noise ratios, such as
Oxford Nanopores [25]. In addition, when the same models were trained on wheat datasets, a much
higher specificity was observed, justifying the direct use of this model, as is shown in Section 5.6.

These results also show a significant decrease in the specificity once the model is applied to a
biological dataset different from the one on which it was trained. Given the proposed method of
training, it should be possible to re-train the model for each dataset and overlook that difference.
The virtual errors introduced in the dataset were random and statistically independent from the actual
errors. The models were trained to recognize those virtual errors in a small sample of bases in the
dataset, making the possibility of using such dataset-targeted training every time. This may itself be a
potentially valid approach to process future samples, allowing us to take advantage of a specificity
that is almost twice as good.

It should be also noted that neither the training nor the testing data were perfect, as they already
contained errors before the virtual errors had been introduced. This would lead to some minimal bias
during training, but it would also lead to underestimation of the specificity of the models: since there
are already errors in the data and since the models would detect those errors, we would incorrectly
count them as falsely identified. This would be most significant for the random forest results in
Section 5.4 and the wheat results in Section 5.6.

5.2. Varying the ANN Model Parameters

The results given in Table 1 were achieved after an initial selection of the ANN model parameters:
30 input neurons (corresponding to 10 pairs of nucleotide bases neighboring the evaluated one) and
16 hidden neurons. This seems to be a reasonable choice: a radius of 10 bases gives enough information
about the local variation to the ANN model, which will allow the neural network to determine which
part of the datasets that corroborates the evaluated nucleotide is made of relevant sequences. A number
of hidden neurons that is approximately half the number of input neurons is a common initial choice,
as well. However, ANN models are first and foremost a heuristic and empirical tool, where the results
are dependent on experiments, not on some hard set rules, so some experiments supporting the choice
of parameters or exploring other potential values have to be conducted.

In our experiment, we first varied the radius of the window around the evaluated base to
determine if 10 pairs of nucleotide bases give enough local context to the ANN model, thus varying
the number of input neurons away from the initial 30. Table 2 shows the results when radii of 1–6
(3–18 input neurons) were used. In addition, tests were made with only the outer 2, 4, and 6 pairs of
bases inside a 10-base window to test if the closest bases provided the most relevant context.

It is evident that increasing the number of input neurons improved the detection accuracy,
particularly the sensitivity. The specificity was also affected. With a radius of one base, or only three
input neurons corresponding to the two adjacent bases, the accuracy was substantially weakened;
the sensitivity did not become reasonable until at least two base-radii, where six input neurons
summarized information about the four neighboring nucleotide bases. Beyond six bases, there was
saturation of accuracy, as adding more bases did not lead to a dramatic improvement, demonstrating
that inputting 18 neurons is enough.

This is only valid when the dataset-targeted would be used, as the result on a different biological
dataset was highly inconsistent. One can presume the possibility of overfitting the model towards the
biological features in the training set, a problem that seems less pronounced when a dataset-targeted
training is to be used.
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Table 2. Change of accuracy with different ANN input neuron counts.

Test on Split Dataset Test on Different Bio.Data

Errors Correct Errors Correct

Radius Missed Sensitivity Missed Specificity Missed Sensitivity Missed Specificity

10 (chosen) 84 99.562% 68 99.704% 456 99.095% 190 99.674%
6 64 99.666% 77 99.665% 390 99.226% 237 99.593%
5 74 99.614% 91 99.605% 403 99.200% 233 99.600%
4 75 99.609% 85 99.631% 408 99.190% 141 99.758%
3 76 99.604% 93 99.596% 239 99.525% 246 99.578%
2 99 99.484% 78 99.661% 341 99.323% 219 99.624%
1 186 99.031% 99 99.570% 480 99.047% 214 99.633%

outer 6 111 99.421% 153 99.336% 599 98.811% 381 99.347%
outer 4 166 99.135% 139 99.396% 790 98.432% 457 99.217%
outer 2 285 98.515% 151 99.344% 911 98.192% 348 99.403%

Split: 19,201 errors, 23,049 correct bases. Diff.data: 50,396 errors, 58,372 correct bases.

It should also be noted that using the data for only distant bases led to a significant and consistent
decrease in the accuracy, both on a split of the training set and on a different biological dataset.
This confirms the expectations that the nearby bases are the most important and also suggests that the
nearest four bases may be enough, but are also necessary to make an accurate determination using this
ANN model.

Table 3 shows the effect of varying the number of neurons on the hidden layer. For this experiment,
the input neurons were fixed to 30, and the hidden neurons were increased and decreased from 16 to
see if that would affect the result positively or negatively.

Table 3. Change of accuracy with different ANN hidden neuron counts.

Hidden Layer Errors Identified Missed Sensitivity Correct Identified Missed Specificity

Test on split dataset

16 (chosen) 19,201 19,117 84 99.562% 23,049 22,981 68 99.704%
17 19,201 19,116 85 99.557% 23,049 22,974 75 99.674%
15 19,201 19,124 77 99.598% 23,049 22,975 74 99.678%

Test on different bio. data

16 (chosen) 50,396 49,940 456 99.095% 58,372 58,182 190 99.674%
17 50,396 49,938 458 99.091% 58,372 58,172 200 99.657%
15 50,396 49,946 450 99.107% 58,372 58,160 212 99.636%

The variation of the number of neurons shows that 16 can be regarded as an optimal number
of hidden neurons. The varying of their number lead to a decrease in accuracy, and in seven out of
eight cases, 16 hidden neurons were better than 15 or 17 hidden neurons. We would not consider these
empirically-obtained numbers as a definite mark for successful analysis, but in this particular case,
it supported the assumption that 16 hidden neurons was enough to postpone modifications of the
hidden layer as a means to improve the results.

5.3. Evaluation of Other Potential Changes

In Section 3.3, it was mentioned that imputation presents one area of potential improvement,
as the ML-based error evaluation in the presence of missing values no longer stands on input that
properly represents the base being evaluated. Another problem that is discussed throughout the paper
is the bias resulting from the disproportionate number of correct and incorrect bases. In addition to
that, for the evaluated metagenomics samples, the quality varied by position, dropping significantly at
the tail of the sequences, affecting both the quality of training data itself and the error rate, together
with the aforementioned disproportionality.
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Alternatives to the imputation have not been sought in this work, and the disproportional number
of errors was only addressed by the introduction of an additional filter to select rare bases for testing
through the analytical model discussed in Section 4.

However, an experiment was performed to evaluate how the ANN model would react if it was
additionally provided the number of the current position as an extra input. Unfortunately, this could
not possibly address the varying disproportionality, which was the biggest effect the current position
had on the evaluation, but it was tested in the hopes that it might allow the ANN model to distinguish
the highly-noisy examples at the end of the sequences from the pristine examples at the start of the
sequences. In particular, examples in a higher position would be subject to imputation, as well as
randomly-shifting values caused by adjacent errors. It seemed reasonable that the model should treat
those differently.

In addition, an experiment was performed to estimate the effect of shuffling the training examples.
While sequences for training were sampled randomly from the genomic dataset, in the original training,
the learning examples generated for each bases were passed to the neural network in the order they
appeared in the sequence. To make sure this was not affecting the results, the training example
generator was modified to provide them in a completely random order, and the change in accuracy
was then evaluated.

The result from both experiments—the introduction of a new position input neuron to the ANN
and shuffling the bases—is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Change of accuracy of error classification with other modifications of the ANN training.

Modification Errors Identified Missed Sensitivity Correct Identified Missed Specificity

Test on split dataset

Unmodified 19,201 19,117 84 99.562% 23,049 22,981 68 99.704%
Position input 19,201 19,127 74 99.614% 23,049 22,968 81 99.648%

Shuffle 19,112 19,035 77 99.597% 23,138 23,068 70 99.697%

Test on different bio. data

Unmodified 50,396 49,940 456 99.095% 58,372 58,182 190 99.674%
Position input 50,396 49,855 541 98.926% 58,372 58,169 203 99.652%

Shuffle 50,396 49,989 407 99.192% 58,372 58,159 213 99.635%

It was oddly observed that while the use of shuffling improved the accuracy on a split of the
training dataset, the accuracy surprisingly declined on a different dataset. Both the improvement or
decline were too small to be considered significant, but regardless of significance, the use of shuffling
did not add any noticeable accuracy, as was originally expected over training in the base order.

Similarly, the introduction of a position input neuron only resulted in insignificant decline in the
accuracy, except in a small number of cases where it provided an insignificant improvement. It was
thus concluded that adding providing the position to the ML-based models was unnecessary, and the
expectation that it might help separate noisy and pristine examples was not supported by experiment.

5.4. Application of Other ML-Based Models

During the development of a threshold-based analytical approach that was presented in [23],
it was noted that thresholds may be a good way to separate the signal (correct bases) from the noise
(errors). Since decision tree models over numerical data rely on the use of empirically-determined
thresholds, this inspired us to test a decision tree algorithm and then subsequently test 20 different
ML-based models, focusing on the algorithms that use trees. The models were selected among those
available in the Weka [26] AI system using default parameters, and all the tests were also conducted
using it.

Table 5 shows the results with all the tree-based models that were selected in the Weka software,
as well as other classification models like RIPPER. The table is sorted by specificity on a different
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biological dataset, in an effort to select the model that was best suited to be used directly to detect the
errors, without the need to preselect error candidates, by finding the highest possible specificity.

Table 5. Accuracy of error classification in metagenomics using various ML-based models.

Test on Split Data Test on Different Bio. Data

Errors Correct Errors Correct

Model Miss. Sensit. Miss. Specif. Miss. Sensit. Miss. Specif.

Alternating Decision Tree 110 99.427% 82 99.644% 140 99.722% 609 98.957%
Decision Stump 180 99.063% 107 99.536% 344 99.317% 334 99.428%

Logistic Model Tree 52 99.729% 48 99.792% 522 98.964% 329 99.436%
Naive Bayes Tree 190 99.010% 69 99.701% 407 99.192% 325 99.443%

Ripple-Down Rule 74 99.615% 44 99.809% 351 99.304% 313 99.464%
LogitBoost Alt.Dec.Tree 72 99.625% 63 99.727% 238 99.528% 260 99.555%

Decision Tree + Naive Bayes 99 99.484% 55 99.761% 351 99.304% 244 99.582%
Reduced-Error Pruning Tree 62 99.677% 55 99.761% 333 99.339% 242 99.585%

Support Vector Machine 78 99.594% 117 99.492% 245 99.514% 239 99.591%
Random Tree 60 99.688% 55 99.761% 555 98.899% 226 99.613%

Neural Network 84 99.563% 68 99.705% 456 99.095% 190 99.675%
Best-First Tree 56 99.708% 52 99.774% 358 99.290% 150 99.743%

Functional Tree 66 99.656% 59 99.744% 455 99.097% 142 99.757%
Partial C4.5 54 99.719% 53 99.770% 477 99.053% 130 99.777%

Decision Table 111 99.422% 33 99.857% 732 98.548% 124 99.788%
Simple Cart 56 99.708% 51 99.779% 476 99.055% 105 99.820%

C4.5 62 99.677% 42 99.818% 499 99.010% 103 99.824%
Grafting C4.5 57 99.703% 44 99.809% 374 99.258% 89 99.848%

RIPPERRule Learner 55 99.714% 58 99.748% 344 99.317% 74 99.873%
Random Forest (10 trees) 51 99.734% 23 99.900% 452 99.103% 34 99.942%
Random Forest (60 trees) 46 99.760% 18 99.922% 393 99.220% 29 99.950%

Split: 19,201 errors, 23,049 correct bases. Diff. biodata: 50,396 errors, 58,372 correct bases.

The observed results confirmed the expectations that decision trees are also a good tool to
approach this problem. Half of the decision tree algorithms produced specificity higher than the ANN
when used on a different set of biological data.

The random forest model achieved the highest accuracy overall, with a specificity of over 99.9%.
This means less than one falsely-selected error for every 1000 bases. This suggests RF is the best model
to be used directly to detect errors in the biological data, without the use of further tools to improve the
accuracy. On the contrary, from the results in Section 5.5, we would learn that the RF model became an
ill-suited choice when it was combined with error candidate pre-selection.

To allow further comparison, when trained on a separate test set, the 60-tree RF model’s F1 score
was 0.99585 and the balanced Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) 0.99104, and the ROC Area
Under Curve (AUC) reported by Weka exceeded 0.9995. For a data split of the training set, the F1 score
increased to 0.99861 and the MCC to 0.99694. Likewise, for the ANN model, the F1 score on the test set
was 0.99448, the MCC 0.98806, and the computed AUC 0.998. Using the data split of the training set,
the F1 score increased to 0.99670, and the MCC increased to 0.99274.

The RF model consistently showed higher F1, MCC, and ROC area under curve (AUC) than all
the other models in either the test set or a split of the training set, except for RIPPER rule learner. On a
separate test set, RIPPER performed with an F1 score of 0.99643 and MCC of 0.99228, the highest of all
the models. Conversely, the ANN model was outperformed by the majority of the tree models.

The F1 score, the MCC, and the ROC area under curve all represent measures that take into
account both false positives and false negatives, giving an equal importance to both types of erroneous
classification. However, because of the rarity of errors, the error specificity plays a much more
important role in this particular task, as the cost of a false positive is significantly higher. This is why
Table 5 is ordered by the specificity instead.

When choosing the most suitable models for the task of error detection, as well as further
evaluation, a couple of factors were considered. Several of the tree models, as well as the RIPPER rule
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learner showed the highest overall accuracy, suggesting them as the most suitable pick for the task
altogether. Between RIPPER and RF, RIPPER had the absolute highest accuracy, but RF with 60 trees
had the highest sensitivity, which—to avoid as many as possible costly false positives—was selected
with higher priority for further testing. It should additionally be noted that if these two models are
to be used directly, without a filter like the one proposed in Section 4.3, they seem to be the most
suitable choice.

On the other hand, if the filter from Section 4.3 is applied to further improve the specificity,
the combination may alter the accuracy ranking of the models, because of interactions between the
filter and the models. Additionally, the accuracies were measured on error examples at arbitrary
positions, not on a test set constructed from real errors, nor errors simulated with a realistic statistical
profile matching the one of expected real errors. This may alter the ranking of the models in
regards to their sensitivity, as real errors may, on average, be more or less likely to be detected
than arbitrarily-placed ones.

With that in mind, the ANN model was also selected to be tested with a weighted frequency
filter as described in Section 4 and was additionally tested using a probabilistic simulation of errors
that matched their expected occurrence in Section 5.5. Artificial neural networks have two attractive
qualities that support that choice: they are significantly different from the tree models, and unlike
trees or rules, they provide a model with a complex continuous non-linear relationship between
the inputs and the prediction. Not only would this allow us to test if the ranking is preserved
when a filter is added, but the complex nature of the ANN model may decrease the likelihood of its
selection overlapping with the rather trivial selection of examples proposed in Section 4.1, allowing
the conjunction of the two classifiers to have higher overall accuracy.

5.5. ML Performance on Examples Selected with Weighted Frequencies

Because the validation procedure necessitated by the ML-based model training and testing thus
far, relying on virtual errors presented in Section 3.2, differs significantly from the use of the simulation
of realistic errors inside the dataset used in our earlier work in Section [23,24], it was not possible to
compare the two directly. It was hence not directly possible to estimate how much the specificity had
improved when the filter from Section 4 was used to select the error candidates; and devising methods
to indirectly measure them, based on their small overlap, is yet to be performed.

The work so far had focused only on using the ML-based model exclusively with the analytical
filter, which was published in [24]. In these experiments, the errors were simulated after measuring
their patterns and frequency precisely by sequencing datasets of already known data, and the analytical
filter and the ML-based models were used to look for them. With the analytical filter, the use of
similarity-based weights in the frequencies led to 18% less error predictions compared to using
an approach intended for datasets with no variants, and this, as mentioned, still left us with very
low specificity.

However when the ANN model was applied on those predictions, it discarded an additional
51.5% of them as non-errors, on average. At the same time, it was not discarding almost any simulated
errors. This demonstrated both that half of the weighted frequency predicted errors were actually
correct bases, that the ML-based models were a significantly better filter, and that any bias in the
virtual error training of the ML-based models did not affect their ability to identify the vast majority of
the errors correctly.

In Table 6, more detailed results from some of the performed experiments are shown, all showing
how the ML-based model reduced the pool of prediction to a narrow subset that was much closer to
the set of actual errors. It can also be observed that while random forests perform better on their own,
when combined in an extra weighted frequency (WF) filter, their accuracy decreased, which has been
attributed to a higher overlap between their predictions and the WF predictions.
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Table 6. Accuracy of error classification using frequency filter, weighted frequency (WF) filter, and
their combination with artificial neural networks (ANN) and random forests (RF).

Positives False Negatives

Freq. WF WF + ANN WF + RF Freq. WF WF + ANN WF + RF

1908 1655 −13.2% 896 −53.0% 875 −54.1% 398 385 −3.3% 388 −2.5% 450 +13.1%
406 388 −4.4% 392 −3.4% 450 +10.8%

723 581 −19.6% 372 −48.5% 385 −46.7% 70 67 −4.3% 69 −1.4% 67 −4.3%
56 54 −3.5% 54 -3.5% 54 −3.5%

2374 2107 −11.2% 1132 −52.3% 1093 −53.9% 419 395 −5.7% 400 −4.5% 462 +10.3%
353 332 −5.9% 336 −4.8% 378 +7.0%

892 754 −15.4% 470 −47.3% 478 −46.4% 49 47 −4.1% 47 −4.1% 48 −2.0%
35 34 −2.8% 35 = 35 =

4534 3882 −14.3% 1827 −59.7% 1748 −61.4% 351 320 −8.8% 330 −6.0% 380 +8.3%
338 309 −8.5% 315 −6.8% 363 +7.3%

1529 1347 −11.9% 798 −47.8% 785 −48.6% 40 39 −2.5% 41 +2.5% 40 =
51 49 −3.9% 48 −5.8% 49 −3.9%

The work in [24] also tested additional ML-based models, particularly Hoeffding trees [27,28]
and the RIPPER propositional rule learner [29]. Their performance was comparable to random forests:
better than ANN when used on their own, but worse then combined with WF.

5.6. Application of the ML-Based Models on Wheat

The wheat genome, consisting of three close, but different subgenomes, also poses a challenge
similar to that of metagenomics, but because there are only three subgenomes, the problem is less
pronounced as the number of variants is much more limited. Given that the specificity of the proposed
model seemed to come short on metagenomics data, except for when random forests were used, we
decided to attempt to apply the same model on wheat to test if the limited number of variants leads to
substantially better results.

It should be noted that while the training and testing scheme was identical, the experiment ended
up being conducted with a different set of ML-based models. The experiment was repeated with
artificial neural networks, random forests, and naive Bayes, but three SVM model were added.

Table 7 shows the performance of the selected models on wheat. The models were trained using
five pairs of neighboring bases, or 15 input values for the models. The testing was performed using
cross-validation within the same gene. A more detailed description of both the study and the results
was published in [30].

Table 7. Accuracy of error classification in wheat using various ML-based models.

Misclassified

Model Accuracy Non-Errors Errors

Artificial neural network 99.8877% 91 0
Random forests of 60 trees 99.9124% 70 1

Random forests of 100 trees 99.9124% 70 1
SVM with Gaussian kernel 99.5689% 325 0
SVM with sigmoid kernel 99.5792% 341 0

SVM with linear kernel 99.7359% 214 0
Naive Bayes classifier 99.3657% 125 389

In all of the cases, all models except for the naive Bayes classifier achieved sensitivity close to
100% and error specificity over 99.5%. The neural network and the random forests were the only two
models that got specificity close to 99.9%, with the RF model still outperforming the ANN model.
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One thing that was noted during this experiment was the near-100% sensitivity of several of the
models. This suggested that the decreased number of variants had positively impacted the general
accuracy of the models. Since in this particular experiment, the number of actual errors was unknown,
it more strongly suggested the possibility that a high number of the misclassified non-errors were
actually accounted for by unknown errors in the data, as hypothesized in Section 5.1. It was already
known that in all of these tests, the specificity was underestimated, but with the near-100% sensitivity
and the increased specificity of the neural network, the underestimate may be significant. Should
this reduction be measured to be high enough, the direct application of this model on wheat datasets
without any additional filtering would be justified.

5.7. Comparison to Other Approaches

The same analytical similarity-based isolation was compared to SHREC [31], which was the
only viable error detection tool that seemed to account for potential variation at the time of the
testing. It seemed to make 6.5% more incorrect error predictions, without detecting more errors.
Once the analytical isolation was improved, SHREC’s incorrect predictions became 13.7% more on
average, and with the addition of an ML-based model, the difference increased to 27.1%, with the
ML-based model detecting 12.7% more of the simulated errors (since SHREC has no parameters to
tune, our models were tuned to be close to—or above—SHREC’s detection rates to compare, so each
experiment used different tunings, and the figures are not directly comparable).

6. Conclusions

A group of ML-based models was detailed using the same learning input for detecting errors
inside datasets with high variation such as found in metagenomics and polyploid genomes. The models
were extensively tested, evaluating their parameters, as well as potential improvements. This
includes the combination of the models with an analytical filter of error candidates relying on
weighted frequencies.

It was shown that the sensitivity of the models was consistently high, as all models were able to
detect all or almost all of the errors artificially introduced in the data. This was true for all the tested
models and was independent of the parameter tuning of the models. The main shortcoming of the
presented models was the insufficient specificity: although very high in absolute value, it was not high
enough for the very low error rate in the data.

Several ways to address the specificity were offered, including the application of the models on
datasets with lower overall variations, such as hexaploid wheat, where it was demonstrated to be
sufficient; using a preliminary filter to select rare bases as error candidates using weighted frequencies;
and using the models with the highest specificity—random forests—and further improving any
shortcomings in the example generation, such as the imputation of missing data.

In addition, the presented models would be useful for datasets with very high error rates, such as
Oxford Nanopores, where the error rates far exceed the ones in the datasets evaluated in this paper.
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